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LAS VEGAS IS THE PLACE WHERE EVERY FAMOUS 
ICONIC BUILDING IS IN THE SAME PLACE. 
THE TOURISTS DON’T HAVE TO GO EVERY ICONIC 
BUILDING IN THE WORLD TO EXPERIENCE. IN LAS 
VEGAS, THEY CAN EXPERIENCE IT THROUGH ICONIC 
HOTELS SUCH AS LUXOR, WYNN, CAESARS PALACE, 
ETC.
THEY HAVE GREAT INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGNS. 
BUT, THE PROBLEM OF THIS BUILDINGS DOESN’T NOT
ACCOMMODATE PLACE FOR QUICK CHANGES.
IN OTHER WORDS, THEIR DESIGNS IS THE STATIC FORM 
WHICH REQUIRES A LOT OF TIME TO CHANGE. THE BIG 













FIG. 1.02 FIG. 1.03








RIGHT NOW, THE WORLD IS IN THE STAGE FOR THE 
BIG CHANGE THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION. 
PEOPLE IN THIS UPCOMING CHANGE TEND TO GET 
EASILY INTERESTED IN SOMETHING NEW AND TO GET 
EASILY BORED. IT MEANS THAT THERE ARE SO MANY 
THINGS PEOPLE CAN ENJOY WITHOUT GOING TO 
VISIT THE ENTERTAINMENT PLACE.
AS THE FIGURE 1.07 IS SHOWN, THE FIRST BIG 
CHANGE IN THIS UPCOMING REVOLUTION IS  
PREFABRICATION AND MODULAR CONSTRUCTION. 
YES, IT IS. THIS CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY HAS 
BEEN EXISTED MORE THAN ALMOST 100 YEARS AGO, 
BUT DUE TO THIS REVOLUTION THIS TECHNOLOGY IS 




















I AM ALWAYS SURPRISED BY BUSINESS STYLE OF 
DISNEY, THEY ARE A GOOD FILMMAKER. THEY 
KNOW HOW TO ENTERTAIN THE PEOPLE. THE ONE 
ASPECT I LIKED THE MOST IS THEIR THEME PARK. THE 
FOLLOWING IMAGES ARE THE PROPOSED THEME 
PARKS BY DISNEY.AS IT IS SHOWN, EVERY FAMILY 
MEMBER GOES THE PARK TO HAVE THE IMMERSE 
EXPERIENCE WITH THEIR FAMILY WITHOUT ANY 
GENERATION SEPARATION. BUT LAS VEGAS DOES 
HAS A LIMITED NUMBER OF ENTERTAINMENT FOR 
CHILDREN.
 
LAS VEGAS IS OLD-FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT 
(CONCERTS, CIRCUS, MAGIC SHOW ETC.) PEOPLE 
NEED TO SIT AND WATCH THE SHOW. ALSO, THEIR 
THEME IS OLD TO NEW GENERATION. BUT NOW, 
DUE TO TECHNOLOGY, PEOPLE CAN IMMERSE THE 
EXPERIENCE. AUGMENTED REALITY, VR WALKING 
ATTRACTIONS, VR ARENA, VR& ARESCAPE ROOM, 
VR PARTY ROOM, AR.
WHAT I AM TRYING TO SAY IS THAT LAS VEGAS 
HOTELS ARE VERY STATIC FORM OF DESIGN. WHICH 
LIMITS ENTREPRENEURS TO INVEST THEIR NEW TYPE 
OF BUSINESS IN HOTEL. SO, WHAT I AM TRYING 
TO ACHIEVE THROUGH THE MODULAR DESIGN 
IS TO CREATE THE DYNAMIC DESIGN THAT EVERY 
ENTREPRENEUR CAN EASILY INVEST THEIR MONEY.
WHAT I BELIEVE IS THAT THE MODULAR DESIGN IS THE 












FIG. 1.08 FIG. 1.09
FIG. 1.10 FIG. 1.11








THE EMERGENCE OF MODULAR 
HOTELS IN LAS VEGAS WILL 
CHANGE FROM THE STATIC TO 
THE DYNAMIC THAT BRINGS 

























02 WHAT IS MODULAR?







THE FOLLOWING IMAGES SHOWS THE MODULAR 
LEGO. THESE LEGO BRICKS FUNDAMENTALLY 
EXPLAIN HOW MODULAR CONSTRUCTION LOOKS 
LIKE. WITH REPETITIVE COMOPONENTS, MULTIPLE 
DESIGNS CAN BE ACHIEVED EASILY. 
THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE SOLAR 
DECATHLON 2020 FOR LAS VEGAS TEAM IF IT IS BUILT 
IN THE MODULAR WAY. THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 
9 MODULAR PIECES: 5 INTERNAL PIECES AND 4 
EXTERNAL PIECES. THE MODULAR DESIGN CAN 
HAVE MANY ALTERNATE METHODS.
SO, WHAT IS MODULAR DESIGN? 
3 DIMENENSIONAL OR VOLUMETRIC UNITS THAT 
ARE GENERALLY FITTED OUT IN FACTORY AND 















THIS TABLE SHOWS HOW THE HISTRICAL INFLUENCES 
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PREFABRICATION. WHITE 
COLOR REPRESENTS RELATIVELY NO IMPACT. GRAY 
COLOR REPRESENTS IMPACT. BLACK REPRESENTS 
LARGE IMPACE. THESE INFLUNCES OCCURS IN THE 
















THIS VERTICAL TIME BAR SHOWS THE HISTPROCA; 
EVENTS IN PREFABRICATION TECHNOLOGY. THE LEFT 
COLUMN CONSIST OF THE NONARCHITECTURAL 


















THE METHODS OF ONSITE VERSUS OFFSITE PROVES 

















FOLLOWING TABLE SHOWS THE COMPARISON 
BETWEEN OFFSITE AND ONSITE. THIS TABLE 
INDICATES THAT THE OFFSITE HAS MANY BENEFITS IN 





























THE FOLLOWING 3D DIAGRAM SHOWS THE 
ANATOMY OF MODULAR BUILDING IN WOOD 
FRAME.















ANATOMY OF A MODULAR ELEMENT
THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE ANATOMY 
OF A MODULAR ELEMENT. IT SHOWS HOW EACH 









ANATOMY OF A MODULAR ELEMENT
STORA. 2.2







THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM INDICATES THAT 
POSSIBILITIES AND BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEMS RELATES 






























THE LOBLOLLY HOUSE IS ONE EXAMPLES OF 
EXPERIMENTS IN PREFAB ARCHITECUTRE. THIS 
IS DESIGNED BY KIERAN TIMBERLAKE. THE 
HOUSE CONSIST OF FOUR MAJOR PARTS. 
THESE ARE  DESIGNED IN BIM, FABRICATED IN 


















SE STUDIES THIS IS A PARK PAVILLIONS DESIGNED 
BY SHoP ARCHITECTS. EVERY BUILDING 
COMPONENTS IS COMPLETELY DESIGNED IN 



















SE STUDIES THE 209 MULBERRY PROJECT IS A CONDO 
DEVELOPMENT DESIGNED BY SHoP 
ARCHITETS. IT USES THE PARAMETRIC 






















FIGURE 10.16. - THE 650FT PRECAST WALL IS 
BROKEN INTO SEVEN WARP SECTIONS
FIGURE 10.17 - IT SHOWS THE DETAIL OF THE 
PRECAST FORMWORK. THIS SYSTEM IS ABLE 
TO CREATE 1580 DIFFERENT SHAPES WITH 
SEVEN FORMWORKS.



































THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE PROGRAM 
IN WYNN LOWER LEVEL. THIS DIGRAM SHOWS THAT 
THERE IS ALMOST COMPLETE SEPARATION BETWEEN 
THE ENTERTAINMENT AREAS AND RETAIL SPACES. 










































THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE PROGRAM 
IN LUXOR LOW LEVEL. THERE IS BIG OPEN SPACE 
IN THE CENTER. ALSO, WATER IS AN INTERACTIVE 










































THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE PROGRAM 
IN NEW YORK NEW YORK. IT HAS BIG OPEN SPACE 
IN CENTER FOR CASINO. ALL THE RESTAURANT 
SPACES ARE LOCATED AROUND IT.








































THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE PROGRAM 
IN MGM. THE OVERALL LAYOUT IS SIMLAR TO TO 
THE STRIP, THE LINEAR. ALL THE TENANT SPACES ARE 























































THE FOLLOWING IMAGES SHOW THE HOTEL ROOM 
MODULE. IT IS COMPOSED OF TWO 14FT X 75FT 
MODULE. THIS MODULE HAS THREE HOTEL ROOMS : 






























THE FOLLOWING IMAGE SHOWS THE MOVIE 
THEATER MODULE. IT IS MADE OF FOUR 14’ X 75’. 
































THE FOLLOWING IMAGE SHOWS THE LASER TAG 
MODULE. IT IS COMPOSED OF FOUR 14’ X 75’ 
MODULES. THIS CRAZY INTERIOR WALLS, DOORS, 
AND STAIRS CAN BE MADE OFFSITE. A BUSINESS 


































THE FOLLOWING IMAGE SHOWS THE ROCK 
CLIMBING MODULE. IT IS MADE OF FOUR 14’ X 
75’ MODULES. THE MULTIPLE VARIATIONS CAN BE 

































THE FOLLOWING IMAGE SHOWS THE MODULAR 
HOTEL. EVERY TENANT SPACES AND HOTEL 
ROOMS ARE MODULAR. THEREFORE, THOSE 
ARE EASILY MODIFIED OFFSITE AND INSTALLED 
ONSITE LESS THAN FEW HOURS. THEREFORE, EVERY 
ENTREPRENEUR CAN INVEST EASILY AND LANDLORD 
CAN ELIMINATES THE GAP FOR THE TENANT 


























































































































DURING THE PROCESS OF RESEARCH, I’VE LEARNED 
THAT HISTORICALLY MANY OFFSITE DESIGN HAS 
BEEN CONDUCTED IN SOME SORT OF DIFFERENT 
WAY SUCH AS PRECAST CONCRETE, CURTAIN WALL, 
AND MODULAR FRAME. THE RESEARCH INDICATES 
A TREND THAT AS TIME GOES A LARGE PORTION 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION WORK IS DONE 
AUTOMOUSLY OFFSITE. I THINK PEOPLE IN THIS FIELD 






















 Smith, R. E. (2010). Prefab architecture: a guide to modular design and 
construction. Wiley.
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 Wynn Las Vegas Review: What To REALLY Expect If You Stay. Oyster.com. 
https://www.oyster.com/las-vegas/hotels/wynn-las-vegas/.
FIGURE 4.03 & 4.04
 Wynn Las Vegas Review: What To REALLY Expect If You Stay. Oyster.com. 
https://www.oyster.com/las-vegas/hotels/wynn-las-vegas/.
FIGURE 4.05 ~ 4.06
WYNN LAS VEGAS - Updated 2020 Prices &amp; Hotel Reviews - NV. Tripadvisor. 
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g45963-d503598-Reviews-Wynn_Las_
Vegas-Las_Vegas_Nevada.html.
FIGURE 4.07 ~ 4.12 
 LUXOR HOTEL &amp; CASINO - Updated 2020 Prices &amp; Resort Reviews 
(Las Vegas, NV). Tripadvisor. https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g45963-
d111709-Reviews-Luxor_Hotel_Casino-Las_Vegas_Nevada.html.
FIGURE 4.13 ~ 4.18
 NEW YORK - NEW YORK HOTEL AND CASINO - Updated 2020 Prices &amp; 


















 LazerTown. PZAZZ! https://www.thepzazz.com/family-fun/lazertown/.
FIGURE 5.05 & FIGURE 5.07
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FIGURE 5.06
indoor-rock-climbing.	UVM	Bored.	https://uvmbored.com/event/winterfest-climb-
night-metrorock/indoor-rock-climbing/.


